Dear Graduate,

Yes, I’m talking to you! Doesn’t it sound good? Congratulations on your momentous achievement! You have invested a great deal of your present to prepare for your future with this college degree or credential. You have likely worked harder than any other time in your life. Along the way, you have enjoyed the thrill of academic discovery and the challenge of intellectual pursuit.

Life is a journey, and today represents a tremendous milestone in your life’s journey. For many of you, earning your undergraduate, graduate or professional certification is your most significant accomplishment to date, and you should be proud of yourself. I know that we are proud of you and what you have achieved.

The journey continues after today’s celebrations. You are going out into a world that needs your talent, your skills and your determination to make a difference. You will need to continue your education—it is now part of your life’s journey, whether it takes place in the classroom or in the community.

On behalf of California State University San Marcos, I wish you the very best for a happy and rewarding future, and I congratulate your loved ones who supported your quest for this achievement. We are counting on you to give the best possible meaning to your newest title, “Cal State San Marcos alumni!” And we hope you will stay in touch as an active member of our university alumni community.

Sincerely,

Karen S. Haynes, Ph.D.
President
Academic Regalia and Ceremony
The caps and gowns worn by graduates and faculty are based on costumes used in universities of the 14th and 15th centuries, particularly at Oxford and Cambridge in England. This academic dress has been used in the United States from colonial times and was standardized by an Intercollegiate Code in 1895. Like the military of medieval times with its pages, squires and knights, the academic world has long had three basic grades of dignity and achievement. These are undergraduates, bachelors and masters (or doctors). The distinction between masters and doctors is comparatively recent; both imply the right to teach.

Black is the most common color for academic gowns. There is no trimming on the gowns for bachelor's or master's degrees. For the doctoral degree, the gown is faced down the front with black or colored velvet and with three bars of the same across the sleeves. The color in the master's costume is restricted to the hood worn around the neck and down the back. This is edged with velvet or a color that indicates the subject area of the degree received and is lined with silk of the colors of the institution that granted the degree.

Doctors have a larger and more open hood lined, like the master's hood, with the colors of the degree-granting institution and trimmed with the light blue color that signifies the education discipline. As noted above, gowns have black or colored velvet on the sleeves and the front. Usually doctors will wear a gold tassel on their cap. In recent years, some universities have broken away from the traditional scheme and allowed their doctors to wear brighter, more original costumes; for instance, Yale's blue with black trim and Harvard's crimson and black.

Candidates for bachelor's degrees do not usually wear hoods.

Academic Honors
California State University San Marcos recognizes students who have attained distinction by the awarding of Latin honors.

There are three distinctions of Latin Honors
Summa Cum Laude (with highest praise)
Requires a grade-point average of 3.9 to 4.0.

Magna Cum Laude (with great praise)
Requires an average of 3.7 to 3.89.

Cum Laude (with praise)
Requires an average of 3.5 to 3.69.

Honors designees wear a gold cord.

Class champions/Student philanthropists wear a blue and white cord.

Mace
Following a long history as an article of war, by the 14th century the mace became a symbol of authority and pageantry that was used in processions by city mayors and other dignitaries. Academic institutions included the mace as an emblem of order and authority in ceremonial occasions. The first recorded use was at the University of Vienna in 1385.

The California State University San Marcos mace is carried in procession and mounted on stage whenever degrees are granted or when the faculty is assembled in formal academic dress.

The California State University San Marcos mace is unusual in that it has two ceremonial maces. The first is an informal mace that recognizes the special relationship the campus has with the tukwut, the Luiseño name for mountain lion. This mace was carved in wood by a member of the Luiseño tribe and is ornamented with beads. The student body president or a chosen representative, who leads the procession of graduates, carries the informal mace in the commencement procession.

The chair of Academic Senate or a chosen representative carries the formal mace while leading the faculty in the commencement procession. The formal mace is made of walnut and brass. It bears the official seal of the university and is inscribed with the date the campus was founded. It was donated by the Cal State San Marcos Alumni Association in May 1998.
James Nelson & T.J. Dixon

T.J. Dixon and James Nelson produce large scale, figurative public sculpture and design work. While primarily figurative sculptors who create public art, their projects include public and private work on gardens, plazas, buildings, fountains and memorials.

Their portfolio includes work displayed at locations like CSUSM, UCSD, Scripps Memorial Hospital, Clemson University, and the San Diego Animal Shelter. Their art has not only received public acclaim, but each piece adds a unique, distinctive sense of place to many communities, including California State University San Marcos.

The sculptors’ vision of César Chávez won the heart of the CSUSM campus and its surrounding community when the statue was unveiled on March 31, 1997. The statue’s location atop a flight of stairs and the inspiring words of “Si Se Puede. It Can Be Done.” bring dignity to the tribute and underline CSUSM’s commitment to diversity and social justice.

Dixon and Nelson continued their partnership with CSUSM after the Chávez sculpture’s completion, graciously contributing their time and ideas to panel discussions, classes, and commemorative events on campus. While the purpose of the statue was to honor the life and legacy of Chávez, the vision and creativity of Dixon and Nelson has had an indelible effect on the CSUSM campus.

Ginger Shaw

Ginger Shaw is the Vice Chair of the San Diego Regional Human Trafficking and Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC) Advisory Board. Shaw also serves as President and Executive Director of California Against Slavery (CAS), a human rights organization known for the passage of Proposition 35, The Californians Against Slavery Act, and for strengthening California state laws to protect victims of human trafficking.

Shaw is the founder of Free Them Road, a grassroots non profit that advocates for human trafficking awareness by ensuring Resource Center hotline posters are visible in locations often passed by trafficking victims. Her involvement as a field representative for World Concern took her overseas where she helped advocate for education and economic development for women and at-risk children around the world. She has continued that international involvement, supporting international workers with communications, training and leadership development.

Shaw is a CSU Northridge and San Diego State alumna who focuses her work on anti-human trafficking advocacy, awareness and training. She brings years of international and community organization experience to her endeavors.
Master of Arts

HISTORY
Marzena A Hughes
Thu: Uyen K Ngo
Cora Plummer
Emreke B Ramrez
David B Simpson
John W Keliah

Master of Arts

LITERATURE AND WRITING STUDIES
David A Davis
Yaocon Marley
Kristan Prout
Elizabeth S South
Jennifer M Strauss
Erica N Wahrman

Bachelor of Arts

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES
Rachel Lee Petison

Bachelor of Arts

ANTHROPOLOGY
Sara Colleen Antonacci
Amy Jean ARvina
Andres Jaquian Beltria
Christopher Laurence Bloom
Cory D Brown
Hailey Amber Collingwood
Shoshone Corrales
Joshua B Calen
Danniele Ana Diaz
Zachary James Diaz
Jordan Kristens Fildred
Elise Guadalupe Gutierrez
Breanna M Holland
Yael M Moss
Rebecca Naomi Lange
Odin Kholo Luxanjambwa
Hilda Murron
Ilma Kahn Martinez
Jonathan P Pasencia
Sarah Rossa
Chasnya Nicole Salazar
Jose E Sanchez
May Fays Schroder
Jaime A Sekennaka
Cole Allen Simmons

Bachelor of Arts

COMMUNICATION
Christine Angel Aselio
Clora A Achutegui
Clayton Vincent Algane
Brooke Marie Allen
Harmed Subaya Alqemi
Kevin Daniel Alvarado
Davon L Alvarez-Lazy
Hunter B Anderson
Brittany Thruee Anderson-Houston
David Christopher Andrechec
Rachael Victoria Andrusch
Blanca Esther Anguiano
Sky Dominique Areaga
Bianca Arms
Brandon T Bachman
Jaelyn LawAnn Bailey
Amanda Leigh Baldwin
Kathleen Marie Banda
Breanna M Banks

Lynndee Mychel Barragato
Lore Barzelii
Brenda Behful
Derek Paul Behrends
Davin Madalena Berry
Elizaveta Leonidovna Bogdanova
Jose Lynn Bollinger
Hannah Marie Brewer
Makaren Ann Brockmeyer
Kyle Jan Brown
Shadagh Kathleen Burke
Louis Brookline Calero
Samuel Malquise Cabrera
Nicole Cakos
Sean Kenneth Campbell
Christina M Campa
Veronica M Cardiel
Joe Cassilas
Kristen Costadson
Michael Christopher Castlll
Kathryn Naimh Castro
Samantha C Chen
Amanda Angelina Cole
Maddison Mackenzie Coley
Sesn Catherine Conley
Daja Shelia Tianna Conner
Leann Corinne Cook
Eric J Crawford
Cheyenne E Cross
Aleessa Ann Crotcy
Paulina Cruz
Samantha A Cruz
Nuria Izael Cruz Lopez
Samuel Marcus Curom
Cheryl Akison Davis
Candice M Deluzio Lorenza
Autumn Skyler Destaia-Saldana
Dagin Kiera Denison
Kathryn Elizabeth Doris
Katii C Edchverina-Ibanez
Kiearah Olivia Edthric
Leah Rose Elendt
Dominic Luz Elordio
Kara L Estorga
David Anthony Estrada
Dara Fiera
Alexandra Marie Fachrstrom
Madebyn Smelar Fitzgerald
Alexander Mary Flores
Sara Ruth Freitas
Kaitlin Marie Fullerton
Edgar Garcia
Jason Anthony Caroix
Hunter Cassandra Gibbs
Alyse Elizabeth Gilchrist
Nina Gjone
Sharon Margaret Golden
Fatima Raquel Melendez-Medelz
Ylana Yevette Gonzalez
Christopher James Owens
Elizabeth Marie Greenwood
Ivy Adali Gutierrez
Daniel Guzman
Maxwell Hammonds
Jeanettchelova Harmoon
Samuel Howard Hartnett
Tanner Joseph Haupert
Bryan Hernandez
Kiana Addelman Highsmith
Hailey Michelle Holloth
Courtney Hulla

Phuong Tu Huynh
Rana Ilavan
Brielle Serene Inman
Blanca Marie Jamara
Ashley M Jenkins
Chloe Jean Johnson
David Johnson
Rebecca Elizabeth Johnson
Carla M Jordan
Breanna Victoria Kelly
Steven Rich Kimes
Hannah Rose Kline
Mark Robert Kohn
Joseph Bryan Konorchuk
Sarah Anne Kraemer
Steven Carl Laumann
Joseph Marr Liebe
Lynan Tuong Le
Lauren Tesse Lee
Linda Lee
Ellie Naruko Lefnag
Virginia Lemus
Megan Aar Merma
Dakota Davis Miller
Conner Timothy Libbette
Jane P Lim
Anthony S Lopez
Henry A Lopez
Kimberly S Lopez
Moses Lopez
Yeonna Luna
Sonya J Makarenki
Maddison Emily Mangione
Friedrich Marty
Eddie Martinez
Hanah Elizabeth McCarthy
Allica Rockwell McPherson
Maleah Nicole Molinari
Stephanie Mejia
Catalina Mendoza
Izabella Mertone
Matthew M Meyers
Adriana Meza
Rebekkah Rose Michel
Kendrick Mills
Sara N Mortahan
Hayley Leanne Montgomery
Jonathan Vladimir Morales
John Thomas Muhte
Adriana Munoz
Kaitlin Scarlett Murphy
Caitlyn Noel Niel
Pege Alexander Noy
Kim Rebecca O Brien
Jeannine Quaino
Kimberly Doregenn
Maxwell Spernando Orozono
Alejandra Ana Orutz
Christine Chicago Oquiro
Austen James OT
William Owens
Fabula Pain
Kiera Andre Fidalban
Christian Lauren Farn
Ashtyn McKeena Reece
Madison Faith Peterson
Christian Phung Pham
Breinman Michael Ricardo
Tyler Poston
Kajsa Michelle Prifer
Muhammad Saqib Abrar Rahman
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Bachelor of Arts
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Shela Lynette Bates
Carina Catherine Campbell
Danielle A. Cameron
Leidy Jean Chesk
Adrie Leonardi Cordoba
Charlotte Rose Craig
Alexandra Elizabeth Combeirl
Carlos Abreu Delgado
Eleonore O Dunn
Jennifer Anne Callon
Nina Antonio Cambria
Kurtia Jessica Garcia
Rio Chenel Gomez
Anna Josefina Hedberg-Jensen
Makai Zeale Hoekmeal
Ivette Jaime
Emily Frances Juliano
Tanya Karsh Alvarez
Veneesa L Luft
Yamzile Martinez
Sandra Mendoza
Jehlyn Denise Miller
Yessenta Reyes Morales
Brandon Andrew Newton
Janet Ann Ray
Anais Y Roze
Anthony Ruben Rodriguez
Joe A. Sanchez
Jessica Santiago
Lawrence Bernard Sellers
Luke Joseph Shelly
Stephen L Vandeloo

Bachelor of Arts
SOCIOLOGY
Rosa Guadalupe Abrego
Crystal Lynn Acosta
Maria Montic D’Aquilar
Jessica Stephanie Aquino
Jaimee Madalena Ahmed
Selin Akman
Alan Alcantar
Janet Carolina Alphonse
Brette C Anda
Katia Vanesa Aragon
Yanet Arenas
Gabriela Aritzaga
Fernanda Araujo
Hesli Bradel Ashworth
Demetri L Austin
Yessenta Baca
Nasemy Ann Bachmann
Camila Rodrigues Bartow
Marlene Alex Bayos
Cecilia Bello-Vazquez
Hailey Mathes Bennett
Elizabeth Bernache
Lori Ann Bowers
Anna Michelle Burhend
Tricia Marie Burrows
Chloë A Burselas
Imelda Butty Calabagan
Alondra Nunez Camacho
Ana V. Cardenas Benitez
Alondra Nunez Camacho
Chelsea A Burruss
Tricia Marie Burns
Lori Ann Brooner
Haley Mathes Bennett
Cecilia Bello Vazquez
Marlene Alexa Barrios
Carrisa Colombres Barlow
Naomy Ann Bachmann
Yessenia Baca
Derrick L Austin
Heidi Braillen Ashworth
Fernando Arrioja
Gabriela Arizaga
Yvette Arenas
Katia Yanira Angon
Alaina M Anderson
Brittney G Anda
Janet Carolina Alfaro
Alan Alcantar
Selin Akman
Jessee Evette Jackel-Martinez
Britny Jean Irving
Rogelio Huerta Cano
Sydney Gail Houser
Ashley Vanessa Holt
Diana Herrera
Fabiola del Carmen Hernandez
Amalia Roxanna Hernandez
Laurisa Keishan Hatcher
Menber Yemane Hailu
Kassey Ejanda Gudez
Andrea Green
Diana Elsa Granados
Eileen Ly Gov
Eunice Esmeralda Gordillo
Tiffany Georgina Gonzalez
Amaris Marie Gonzalez
Carina Gomez
Jaquelyn Mariah Golightly
Courtney Nichole Gibbs
Alexys Marie George
Alexis De Jesus Garcia Cortes
Verenice Garcia
Mayra Garcia
Jason Anthony Garcia
Erika Garcia
Alexis Melissa Garcia
Christina Marie Gammon
Chelsea Lynn Gammieri
Adriana Francisco
Chelsea Lynn Cammreni
Christina Marie Gammon
Alexis Melissa Garcia
Erika Garcia
Jason Anthony Garcia
Mayra Garcia
Veronica Garcia
Alexis De Jesus Garcia Cortes
Scottie Francis Carden
Ena Cardenino
Amera Marie George
Courtney Nichole Cibb
Calatina Dyana Cordero
Laruel Menah Coghtly
Carma Gomez
Amana Marie Gonzalez
Tiffany Georgina Gonzalez
Eunice Emmelina Gendiole
Eileen Ly Gov
Diana Elsa Granados
Andrew Cream
Kasey Elynda Guadez
Suvi Valeria Gutierrez Arguelles
Nebier Yavane Huul
Thomas Anthony Inman
Laurisa Keishan Hatcher
Amalia Roseanna Hernandez
Cesar Hernandez
Deyanna D Villanil
Fabiola del Carmen Hernandez
Leonie Michelle Hernandez
Dina Vermeer
Stephanie Roseanne Herrera
Kuman Macedo Herrera
Savanna Allee Hogan
Ashley Vanessa Hollt
Sydney Cal House
Veron Cristiana Huerta
Rogelio Huerta Cano
Brittin Jean Irving
Voltaire Laym
Jesee Evette Jackel-Martinez
Rachel Arellana Jimmerson
Ruth S Jimmerson
Michael Addison Jones
Ayel Muntan Tomarcar
Briana Lynn Kelly
Brian Stephen Knowlton
Claudia Nicollete Lacher
Monica Lambarnts
Troy Lamberlino
Guadalupe Leon
Luzh Ansillica Lora
Alexis Monique Llanes
Agnes Lopez
Celine Lopez
Jeanne Angelina Lopez
Yesa Sara Looman
Chelsie Bree Luwano
Fernando Magana
Jonathan Maldonado
Angelina Martin
Lisbeth Everdine Marcelino Ramos
Briana Andrea Marcon
Angelica Marquez
Dylan Michael McDermot
Michelle Asheville Mendoza
Selena Mendoza
Chelsae Kay Mifs
Abdulrah Michael
Amber L Moica
Gabriela Molina
Richard Joseph Moody
Jessica Maria Morales
Christopher Norman Morris
Rayan Jerrell Hruize
Andy Paula Muntu
Bridget Anne Murphy
Shelby Nicole Negrete
Yolanda Ojeda
Alayj Bred Omer
Lucia Ordinore
Dalia Orsini
Natalia Melisa Deuvre
Briana Alejandro Padilla
Cynthia Dennae Padilla
Ingrid Jannette Ramos Bolanos
Samanthan Nicole Renado
Jessica Perale
Dena Lisa Perez
Brian Kevin Person
Sure L Person
Monique-Francine Quinones
Christopher Thomas Ramirez
Itaide Nicole Ramirez
Maria Caueloele Ramirez Zepeda
Megan Else Barter
Selena A Bergans
Abdiqona Tecse Raya
Sawen Michael Reynolds
Mirianna Damelie Zubillaga
Tinamie Marie Rixon
Jonathan T Rique
Amanda Romero
Marlene Rimo
Paula Monemeto Rimo
Cassia D Roblin
Rigmid T Ray
Linda Marlen Salazar Huxna
Fernando Yar Sanchez-Alcantara
Kim Natalie Sanda
Kristina Amaranza Santos
Zoeylyn Rimeter Sarcoa
Caile Nicole Sarcoz
Jennifer Sarah Saozco
Lucas 3 Schacht
Holy Faith Schuck
Lezka Camille Scott
Crisch Michael Sherman
Daisy Silva
Bryan Jassal Simmons
Danielle Janette Smits
Patrick Simon Steff
Samuel Solis
Jazmin Irene Solono
uez Teuk Soulmhne
Carly Lynn Spillman
Roseline Tavares Cuzman
Chama Lorn Tenore
Tiffany Nicole Teuch
Casey Naimo Thomas Brian Preston
Anahy Angelina Tabubury Loyola
Kasandra Tuettli
Damiya Iovone Valdez
Ashleigh Loren Lashae Vane
Melissa C Vazquez
Soria Vasquez
Joshua David Icfredo
Melina C Villa
Natalie Nicole Villanovia
Kevin Novas de Omena Villicencio
Amanda Vrist
James Daniel Wallace
Rachael Nicole Walters
Kurtfizte Williams 26
Theerin Vong
Susan Wong
Milo Yemazeli
Jessica Kay Young
Manuel Cristal Zacarias
Alma D Zaragoza

Bachelor of Arts
SPANISH
Rodrigo Cruz Aguilar
Adalid Castelanico
Joseph Scott Chilstrom
Daisy Cruz Sanchez
Jane Flores
Manuela Cortez
Jennifer Alondra Gutierrez
Jennifer Hernandez
Jeremy Martin Jaureguy
Alexandra Renee Knoett
Vanessa Lopez
Miguel Madrid
Alexandre A Martinez
Yessica Montoya Montalvo
Beatriz Morales
Anna Maria Moreno
Arii Nemasto
Sandra Rocco Odet
Casey Danielle Ovex
Mayra Ramirez
Matthew Aaron Stowe
Valencia Guadalupe Yoldeo
Norma Yustis Villa
Michelle A Wood

Bachelor of Arts
SPECIAL MAJOR
Josephine Blancarte
SPECIAL MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts
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Joint Doctorate in Educational Leadership

Jennifer Farace
Becoming: A Case Study in Organizational Change of One Medical School Curriculum
Christina Kinney
An Interactional Examination of Self-Compassion in Single Mother CalWORKs Students of Color at a Community College
Jennifer Medina
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy and Notice Teacher Retention
Jonathan Pendar
Reaching Out: Advice and Information Networks within a Middle School English Language Development Program

Master of Arts in Education

Victoria Haley Anderson
Jennifer V. Andrews
Janet Arce
Yvonne Ayala
Morton Barrows
Samantha Anna Beauty
Cynthia Lynn Bees
Amy C. Brieno
Jessica Ceballos
Cynthia Anne Clements
Melissa Cortes
Kevin Delanian
Kimberly N. Delkios
Andrene Rene Dzidubnike
Crystal A. Evans
Emma Ford
Gregory Michael Frayen
Melania Gonzalez
Mackenzie Gimme
Gregory John Hinchliff
Josephita Horton
Theresa Ann Kaufman
Sydney Nicole Laalbach
Diana Estefany-Rico
Zamora Marta
Brittany Jean Masciede
Donna H. Melton
Elizabeth Susan Mesillas
Melissa L. Miranda
Sophia Marie Monaci
Salena Irene Olivera Less
Martha A. Plantz
Jacqueline Powe
Amy Perez
Cindy Combs Ramirez
Alison Hanson Ramirez
Lori Marie Rajczykowski
Leanne Abril Bashfield
Vanessa Lynette Ruiz
Sara Anne Salzer
Valerie Jean Sanchez
Taylor Marie Schuman
Leah Kayla Smith
Melissa Teneno
Robert A. Terril
Senta Turner

Ana B. Villalobos
Nesita Lynn Williamson
Julie Anne Woodard

Master of Arts in Educational Administration

Aslon M. Aranda
Bethinda Helen-Ako
Susan Aymoreo
Roland Rabiel Arias
Ryan Dean Brown
Matthew Kauwe Baker
Carolyn Blythe McFarland Camacho
Thomas Ralph Cooper
Cheryl Conner
Annie Zoe Crupanta
Jenna Lynn Crolli
Hay A. Dhillon
Jason Michael Dolee
Bergamn Sioe Elizondo
Daniel Fogatty
Jule Elsise
Crystal Deborah Gonzales
Bien Hauburger
Hanna Hernandez Lugo
Adriana Elizabeth Joseph
Joshua William Jones
Cayle Kroscevic
Bridget Maguire
Anna Elizabeth Mello
Delora Medina
Jennifer Mozzeswan
Diana Marie Myers
Alejandro Orozco
Kimberly Lyn Palazzo
Carey Rimnes
Danei Salazar
Jison K. Smith
Jennifer Marie Tennon
Rosa Elia Velazquez
Kerry Allen Vexler
Brett Michael Williams
Carmen Kennedy Wood

Women Developing Leadership Identities: A Comparative Case Study of Asian/Pacific Islander Women Developing Leadership Identities

Julia Stoltz
Restoring relationships: Exploring an alternative approach to traditional discipline practices

Pilar Vargas
Dual Language Education Equity Amid Access for English Learners and Low Income Communities

Sara Vogel
Leadership (APR)phanees: A Comparative Case Study of Asian/Pacific Islander Women Developing Leadership Identities

Master of Arts in Education (Cum Laude)

Kumeya language loss and revitalization

Julie Elizabeth beam
Carly McCoy Breaze
Cassandra Goul Coveney
Creg Fox
Christ L Garcia
Lisa Marie Hattmayer
Lindsey Katharine Lawlor
Melissa A. McNeela
Lauren Myers
Amanda Marie Myriam
Kanencia Marie Nuci
Danielle LATte Parker
Erica Drew Payer
Sawannah Jennifer Rawe
Meghan L. Smith
Rosanne Renee Saffle
Brianna Justine Vogel

SOCIAL WORK

Andrea Christine Acosta
Michael Andrew Adawi
Karen Leticia Allen
Simone Valerie Allen
Jonathan Edinson Alzate
Elizabeth Armador
Lourdes Rosie Arellano
Colin-Roy Kass Familia Auoi
Hajley Elizabeth Austeng
Claudia Margarita Avila
Tricia Florence Baker
Diana Due Baranie
Perla Bartagan
Gabriel Celestino Becces
Yessica Melissa Berca
Dana Christopher Beth
Christian Joseph Simbulan Beltran
James Dave Bozan
Nathan Brown
Sakia Dellyon Bryan
Alexandra N. Butis
Jontae Monique Campbell
Alexandria N Butts
Sakia Dellyon Bryan
Nikole Deau Carapito
Joaquín Patrick Casas
Meagan Helen Chisholm
Jennifer Cortner
Keaton Marguerite Crisante
Kari Michael Cruz Salache

Master of Arts in Education (Magna Cum Laude)

Samuel language loss and revitalization

Julia Elizabeth beam
Carly McCoy Breaze
Cassandra Goul Coveney
Creg Fox
Christ L Garcia
Lisa Marie Hattmayer
Lindsey Katharine Lawlor
Melissa A. McNeela
Lauren Myers
Amanda Marie Myriam
Kanencia Marie Nuci
Danielle LATte Parker
Erica Drew Payer
Sawannah Jennifer Rawe
Meghan L. Smith
Rosanne Renee Saffle
Brianna Justine Vogel

SOCIAL WORK

Andrea Christine Acosta
Michael Andrew Adawi
Karen Leticia Allen
Simone Valerie Allen
Jonathan Edinson Alzate
Elizabeth Armador
Lourdes Rosie Arellano
Colin-Roy Kass Familia Auoi
Hajley Elizabeth Austeng
Claudia Margarita Avila
Tricia Florence Baker
Diana Due Baranie
Perla Bartagan
Gabriel Celestino Becces
Yessica Melissa Berca
Dana Christopher Beth
Christian Joseph Simbulan Beltran
James Dave Bozan
Nathan Brown
Sakia Dellyon Bryan
Alexandra N. Butis
Jontae Monique Campbell
Alexandria N Butts
Sakia Dellyon Bryan
Nikole Deau Carapito
Joaquín Patrick Casas
Meagan Helen Chisholm
Jennifer Cortner
Keaton Marguerite Crisante
Kari Michael Cruz Salache
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Sunday, May 19, 2019 | 9:00 a.m.

PROFESSIONAL
Dr. Eyed Zeid, Conformer
Associate Professor of Accounting and Department Chair
Dr. Pamela Kohlbry, Faculty Grand Marshal
Senate Vice Chair. Interim Director
School of Nursing
Ms. Alisha Blush, Student Grand Marshal

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
Ms. Alexis Olivares

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
Dr. Jim Hammett
Dean, College of Business Administration

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS
Dr. Pamela Kohlbry, and Department Chair
Gonfalonier
Dr. Syed Zaidi,

CONFERRING DEGREES
Dean, Graduate Studies & Research
Dean, College of Business Administration
Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Graham Oberem
President
Dr. Karen S. Haynes

CONFERRING DEGREES
Mr. Jeff G. Mata
Dean’s Award - College of Business

UNIVERSITY AWARDS
Ms. Alisha Blush
Dean, College of Business Administration

SPECIAL REMARKS
Mr. Jeff G. Mata

CLASS CHAMPIONS
+
Graduate Dean's Award

COMMENCEMENT 2019

Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Wesley Schultz
Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Graham Oberem

SPECIAL REMARKS

Mathematics
Dean's Award -

UNIVERSITY AWARDS

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Katherine Kantardjieff

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

Student Grand Marshal

Faculty Grand Marshal

Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
Dr. Jacqueline Trischman,

PROCESSIONAL

Sunday, May 19, 2019 | 2:00 p.m.

SCIENCE AND COLLEGE OF

Master of Science

Biotechnology

Biological Sciences

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science

Mathematics

Computer Science

Chemistry

Biochemistry

Applied Physics

Biology

CUM LAUDE • MAGNA CUM LAUDE • SUMMA CUM LAUDE • CLASS CHAMPIONS

MTB BIOTECHNOLOGY
Julia Emma Rebecca Aikman Keiva Chondrewever
April Rose DeWitt
Joanna Maria Gomez
Quan Alexander Gonzalez
Yarni Hartshou Core
Christi Hartney
Zachary Jack Hansen
Sneha Shrikrish Balakurthy
Anton Nathael Leo
Alysha Mohamed
Benjamin Viet Nguyen
Irene Prepadessadare
Michael Quinn
Nathanael Valdes Roscio
Christopher Sanchez
Christopher Centry Smith
Diana Kim Tan
Adriana Jeanette Unroste
Cory Thomas West

Master of Science

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Delese S Akin
Amy B Barwick
Michelle S Cruz
Kai C Holt
Ceriny J Matthews
Christopher J Melendez
Jonathan J Molina
Shaynahme M Need
Bryce E W Summerys

Master of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Emmanuel A Castello
Krishna Sid Dada
Christopher Emery Ekdale
Nithesh Singh Sarjary
John T Wu
Kyle Tyler Zampell

Master of Science

CYBERSECURITY
Henry E Brooks
Ari Gorton
Kurt J Cunningham
Javier Esparza Pina

Master of Science

MATHEMATICS
Bosko Cejic
Jonathan William Childers
Gregory Herman Guayante
Ruben Lopez Salaver
Tang T Tang
Brian Vergas
Kaidon Xu

Bachelor of Science

APPLIED PHYSICS
Logan R Aguiar
Andrew Roy Anderson
Caterinella B Barrera
Ridoboni Caballero
Alexander Paul Clark
Saldarav Arvia Figueroa
Cristella Garcia
Andrew Benjamin Gonzalez
Ryan Gregory Hao
Miguel Angel Hernandez Cuevas
Joshua Lee Lucas
Carina Maciel
Alysha Renee Martinez
Alan Robert McCaw

Daniel Pearce Richard Meloe-Hospital
Erick Daniel Orocha
Jissan Omar Orona
Jesus A Perez
Natalida Pratiana
Kristen L Peterson
Juan Antonio Romero
Daniel Antonio Sanchez
Sandia Hansh Shabo
Bailey Michelle Smith
James C Telly
Thomas P Toole
Biliana Vasilova-Benitez
Andrew Scott Young
Paul Francis Zadrozny
Jasmin Alexander Zubi

Bachelor of Science

BIOCHEMISTRY
Omar Apolinier
Davina Andre
Matthew Winston Baldwin
Malia Jessica Bernon
Alexandra Kaylon Botta
Kara Monique Chavez
Leila Estimable Chon
Oscar A Cordova Robles
Jessica Deng
Alyssa Lousie Dubord
Lynette Zoraeda Fernandez
Daniel Martin Flores Bensandri
Henry Pu
Salena Marie Gallardo
Gabriel V Godfrey
Cullumb Custodio Guavara
Terecience James Hauser
Maxwell Bloom Hawkins
Nicholas Grayson Hite
Nicholas T Hwang
Daniel Jacobo
Jonathan Adrian Jain
Coty An Le
Thien Michael Francis McAvoy
Dhara J Mendon
Irwan Yum Arif Nguyen
Mercedes TN Nguyen
Quynh Ly Nguyen
Jennifer Leigh Ortega
Nancy Krissa Palacios
Samantha-Hollies Payne Landgrave
Marion D Rosales
Edgardo M Rica
Ann Sara Pile
Eduardo Valentin Piaza
Veronica Marie Ros
Rose Angelica Romero
Jennifer Marie Shoars
Stephanie Marie Smith
Sarah M Suarez
Kyle Loomis Talbott
Hilary Ruby Velasco

Bachelor of Science

BIOLOGY
Kaylin Carapay Alpay
Jessica Lee Allen
Sever Arnault
Martha Alejandra Angustiano Carrillo
Ximena L Gutierrez
Salvador Apayc
Anna A Badillo
Deja Louise Bailey
Kellin A Baker
Brandee Nicola Ballard

Samantha Raye Manzanares
Kyle Thomas Luneberg
Samantha Jane Martinez
Melissa S Martinez
Tara Martinez

Department of Science and Mathematics
Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
Ms. Alexia Olivares

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

Dr. Katherine Kantardjieff
Dean, College of Science and Mathematics

SPECIAL REMARKS

Ms. Malika Berens

CONFERENCING DEGREES

Dr. Karen H Haynes
President

Dr. Graham Oberem
President & Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. Katherine Kantardjieff
Dean, College of Science and Mathematics

Dr. Wesley Schultz
Dean, Graduate Studies & Research

RECESSIONAL
Amanda N Scherer
Jace Alexander Sandell
Savannah A Salek
Gabriela Aurora Pantoja
Sara Talal Muhtaseb
Jennifer Momoko Miyashita
Adam Charles Vallejo
Teion Scott Turner
Michelle My Tran
Hai Chi Tran
Brooke Victoria Wells Tran
Valerie N Todd
Teryn Bryanne Timm
Kayla Michelle Tilton
Kenneth Dean Suanico
Katie Anne Sprowell
Paige Elizabeth Sparks
Kylee A Simone
Adrian Ruiz
Diana Fabiola Rubalcava
Melissa M Roybal
Daniel Samir Roufaeil
Lilian Rodriguez
Susan Rayman
Ashley Colett Ray
Thea Maureen Pichel
Phonesouriya Tommy Phabmixay
Sydney Paige Warner
Charlene D Villareal
Ashley Michelle Victorian
Charlene D Villanueva
Sydney Page Warner
Amber N White
Ker Anthony Wilcox
Joseph Benjamin Williams
Samuel Y Vidalchacrenes
Donya Saleh Zahan
Martina M Zula
Juen A Vasquez
Savannah R Vasquez
Julie Mae Velasquez
Ashley Michelle Victorian
Charlene D Villanueva
Sydney Page Warner
Darnakale N Watts
Amber N White
Ker Anthony Wilcox
Joseph Benjamin Williams
Samuel Y Vidalchacrenes
Donya Saleh Zahan
Martina M Zula

Bachelor of Science
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Christian R Alayas
Amada Hiraldo Amlas
Isabelle Barragan
Jackie William Beck
Amy N Briggs
Sarah Choi
Savador Amurto Cruz Mata
Nedia Andresma Delgado Miranda
Alexandra Delgado
Chase Vincent Fuller
Magaly Ciutun Sosa
Latty Richard Hargis
Alexander H
Karen Samantha Figueroa
Christian Ivan Isacova
Christian Zim Jones
Blake Eric Laura
Mia Zim
Marilie Jazmin Mejia
Christian Jose Lee Baez
Isaac Emil Santiago
David Phil Sanchez
Nicholas Ryan Sweeney
Juan Henry Tayo
Hannah Anna Tjandra
Pamela A Tszreen
Marklee Lauren Uman
Esteban Vasquez
Kathryn Rose Weedon
Diana Elke Zixhena

Bachelor of Science
CHEMISTRY
Delce Laura Aspuro
Montana B Barry
Nicola Lauret Brice
David Alexander Clark
Karen F Fernandez
Douglas Timothy Harrington
Berkleigh Michelle Hayes
Jasmin Perez
Atikaze James Salson
Jessica Marie Scott
Mora C Videsa
Jolynn Denise WoodLite

Bachelor of Science
COMPRESS SCIENCE
Amanda Abdolshoomor
Jamie Neal Abatemarthy
Tyler Francis Allen
Enrique Alonzo Espinosa
Khadijia Abdullah Alshammr
Matthew Hardy Anderson
Mark Andrew Angel
Alexis Patro Apodado
Alejandro Aragon
Armait Baigbande Augusto
Austin Michael Banks
Hugh Rodolfo Barragan Robles
Christopher George Bergquist Turon
Hernando R Benitez
Egan Quinn Bower
Thomas Andrews Branshaw
Aaron P Bunnett
Adam Michael Burcombe
Sean Michael Buk
Trevor Lee Callon
Nick Heat Dean Capelatto
Lauren Nicole Carpenter
Lauren Elizabeth Carr
Christopher M Cervantes Hernandez
Ryan Dylan Chang
James Denic Churn
Giancarlo Jesus Cosa
William Cole
Justin Ray Cook
Andrew N Davies
Mary Ryan Valencia de Cuis
Andrew A Delkison
Byron D Delkison
Daniel Leonardo Favela
Carlos Ignacio Fernandez
Kyle Z Fisher
Kayly A Flores
Stephan Emmanuel Folkes
David Garcia
Nicholas 3 Cano Elpender
Marc Christopher Casar
Martin Eduardo Ce Morales
Orson Gonzales Martinez
Thomas Envern Conmy
Shane Michael Cojines
Paul Inkei Guadalupe
William Frederick Heroux
Justin A Hartline
Andrew Coned Hasen
Ram N Hoi
Brandon James Holtman
Nick Heat Christian Hoolston
Tobias William Hughen
Gabriel Robert Hunt
Jeffrey Ibarra
Nattamon Ishom
Yakuhi Inabe
Marcus Shonmon Jackson
Jordan Joseph
Michael Adam Jones
Juan Daniel Juan
Emily Anne Kalone
Penh Kupkar
Meeq Karima
Coby Christopher Kady
Peter Michael Kemp
Matthew S Kibbison
Fredrick Ignacio Laguna
Shane Robert Leskoski
Victor Lee
Xiang Li
Emadad Kho-Chi Liang
Ray H Liang
Carlylynn Lin
Josue Lopez
Orson S Lipo
Oscar Saul Lugo
Diagon Luquez
Juan M Madrigal
Julian Marlos Tamesco Madragnac
Jerome Luke Marin
Christian Joshua Markell
Brian Christopher Martinez
Edwardo Martinez
Mariana Editha Martinez
Daniel Martinez Paredes
Micha Louis McClean
Keaton O McComm
Makemilton J Mcmorin

Christopher M Meyer
David Montomey Ignacio
Nick David Mun
Diane Joy Linget Mutuc
Kevin Nguyen
Ahure Niieman
Jeremy Zantius Ojo
Hugh Daniel O’Neill
Angelo Arthur Ong Orga
Samuel Ortega
Eun H Kim
Oscar Perez
Morgan Leone Perry
David Pitham
Nicholas Joseph Precaceto
Damon Todd Prinsa
Jose D Quarta
Jelita Christina Richardson
Carlos Alberto Rivera
Kyle Parker Robers
Ryan Alexander Santos
Coby Houston Scheffey
Bryan Sonner
Alexander Shervani
Andrew J Student
Ryan Martin Stephen
Tyler Dayton Stroud
Jack A Summer
Brenda Tang
Lei Tang
Brandon James Tilley
Cam Van Tran
Clayton Day Trimel
Andrew T Tsung
Moses Verges
Angelique Vezquel Saksar
Isaac P Yongpakhat
Dor Hong Vu
Jack Wang
Brandon James Barnes Winterhouse
Megan Michelle White
Swee Hin
John Robert Yates
Mike Iwasekyun
Abel Zafar

Joyn Your
Alumni Booth or online:
www.cusmalumni.org

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

YOU ARE NOW A PART OF OVER 45,000 PROUD CSUSM GRADUATES

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERS...
- Continue free access to the CSUSM Alumni Booth
- Continue free access to Kellogg Library, including 24/5 Zone
- Have access to our alumni network to help launch & develop your career
- Receive invitation to special events

- Are the first to know the latest CSUSM news
- Stay in touch with classmates, colleagues & current students as well as faculty

Join your Association today at the Alumni Booth or online:
www.cusmalumni.org

Join now & get a 2-year membership for the price of one!

Wendy Aleza Martinez
Kimberly Benitez Martinez Lopez
Jeffrey C McColm
Nathaniel W McColm
Gaselle Vasquez Mendoza
Paola Mendosa
Jeremite Hamoush Mlayhata
Sara Talal Muhtaseb
Crisal Najera
Jenni Emilia Narvanto
Elizabeth P Nelson
Kyle R Northrup
Steffie B Nunez Zavala
Sarah Lane Nutall
Anna Lesa O'brian
Yunyi Oding
Lauen Michelle Orazetti
Jacob Daniel Parraque
Dean Eduardo Parraque
Gabriela Aurore Paradis
Aiden Timtsolu Perez
Zyriq S Park
Zuaham N Parikh
Jorge Luis Pascua
Jared Pates
Jenson John Astella Pablo
Joseph Villanueva Perez
Oliva B Perry
Phoneseawon Tommy Phabmixay
Yinnaprit Pradungsan
Ethan M Phillips
Thea Maureen Michel
Elke Piego
Huida N Rabii
Anna Laslo Romanos Ramplast
Ashley Collet Ray
Susan Ryan
Kamaria E Binh
Rose Maria Borremo
Manasa Nicole Bichelin
Lillian Rodriguez
Kent Samuel Bogens
Viviana Martin Romo
Melissa R Boulanger
Diana Fabiola Rubalcava
Adrian Ruel
Savannah A Sails
Bianca Monique Salgado
Madeline L Sanchez
Jessa Alexander Sandell
Amanda N Scherner
Aaron C Schneider
Anna Christina Stella
Allan Sajian
Kylee A Simon
Linda Mapuray Singlay
Shanessa Leigh Sowards
Paiye Elizabeth Sparks
Carla J Spindler
Katel Anne Sprawel
Kenneth Dean Suasanzo
Jaime A Tuy
Brittney Nicole Tule
Kagha Michelle Tlahon
Taye Binyane Timmon
Valerie N Todd
Brooke Victoria Wills Tran
Hai Duy Tran
Michelle My Tran
Telson Scott Turner
Andriela Villalobos
Charles Adam Vallejo
Aron Roberto Vargas

Join Your
Alumni Booth or online:
www.cusmalumni.org

You are now a part of over 45,000 proud CSUSM graduates.
CHANCELLOR’S MESSAGE
To The Graduates

Dear Class of 2019,

Today, you are in many ways different from the person you were on your first day on campus. In your time at the California State University, you have transformed from someone who learns about innovations in your field into a person fully capable of advancing these innovations.

Your educational transformation was spurred by your faculty, who trained you to look at the world with a critical eye and an open mind. Their efforts were supported by the work of your counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors and coaches who created an encouraging environment for you to succeed. All the while, your family, friends, colleagues and loved ones kept you motivated and saw you through your academic journey.

Your accomplishment today fills all of them—indeed all of us—with pride.

You are now part of the 3.7 million CSU alumni who are powering California, the nation and the world. These alumni are solving our greatest challenges, educating the next generation, fighting for equality and creating new opportunities for economic prosperity.

I encourage you to stay connected to the CSU. Use these connections—both to your campus and to other CSU alumni—to expand your opportunities and to make a meaningful impact on your community and the world.

I also encourage you to support the generations who endeavor to follow in your footsteps.

The word we use to commemorate an earned university degree is “commencement.” This is, of course, deliberate. Today is not an end, but rather a beginning. And as you embark upon your life’s journey, may your hard work and sacrifices pay dividends far beyond today’s celebration, both in your life and in the lives of those around you.

Congratulations, California State University Class of 2019. I look forward to all that you will accomplish.

Sincerely,

Timothy P. White
Chancellor
AFTER THE CEREMONY VIEW AND DOWNLOAD PHOTOS
CSUSM.EDU/COMMENCEMENTLIVE